Black Authors and the Topic of Identity: Teen Book List

Fiction
- All American Boys by Jason Reynolds eZone
- Allegedly by Tiffany D. Jackson eZone
- Binti by Nnedi Okorafor* eZone
- Bronx Masquerade by Nikki Grimes eZone
- Brown Girl Dreaming by Jacqueline Woodson eZone
- Brown Girl in the Ring by Nalo Hopkinson eZone
- Calling My Name by Liara Tamani eZone
- Children of Blood and Bone by Tomi Adeyemi* eZone
- The Crossover by Kwame Alexander eZone
- Dear Martin by Nic Stone eZone
- Dread Nation by Justina Ireland* eZone
- The Field Guide to the North American Teenager by Ben Philippe eZone
- Genesis Begins Again by Alicia Williams
- Ghost by Jason Reynolds* eZone
- The Hate U Give by Angie Thomas eZone
- Home and Away by Candice Montgomery
- Inventing Victoria by Tonya Bolden eZone
- Light it Up by Kekla Magoon
- Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds eZone
- Monday's Not Coming by Tiffany D. Jackson eZone
- Monster by Walter Dean Myers eZone
- Miles Morales by Jason Reynolds eZone
- Not So Pure and Simple by Lamar Giles
- On the Come Up by Angie Thomas eZone
- Piecing Me Together by Renée Watson eZone
- Pride by Ibi Zoboi eZone
- The Revolution of Birdie Randolph by Brandy Colbert eZone
- Slay by Brittney Morris eZone
- The Stars and the Blackness Between Them by Junauda Petrus eZone
- The Stars Beneath Our Feet by David Barclay Moore eZone
- The Sun Is Also a Star by Nicola Yoon eZone
- Swing by Kwame Alexander eZone
- This Side of Home by Renee Watson eZone
- Tyler Johnson was Here by Jay Coles eZone
- Who Put this Song On? by Morgan Parker eZone
- X: A Novel by Ilyasah Shabazz eZone

Nonfiction
- Black Enough: Stories of Being Young & Black in America edited by Ibi Zoboi eZone
- Fresh Ink: An Anthology edited by Lamar Giles eZone
- It's Trevor Noah: Born a Crime: Stories from a South African Childhood by Trevor Noah eZone
- Just Mercy (Adapted for Young Adults): A True Story of the Fight for Justice by Bryan Stevenson eZone
- Ordinary Hazards by Nikki Grimes
- Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You by Jason Reynolds and Ibram X. Kendi
- We Are Not Yet Equal: Understanding Our Racial Divide by Carol Anderson eZone

Graphic Novels
- Black Vol. 1 by Kwanza Osajyefo*
- Bitter Root Volume 1: Family Business by David F. Walker*
- I Am Alfonso Jones by Tony Medina
- The Crossover by Kwame Alexander eZone
- Hot Comb by Ebony Flowers
- Kindred: A Graphic Novel Adaptation by Octavia E. Butler eZone
- The Life of Frederick Douglass by David F. Walker eZone
- March: Book One by John Lewis* eZone
- Monster: A Graphic Novel by Walter Dean Myers
- New Kid by Jerry Craft eZone
- Quincredible Vol. 1: Quest to Be the Best! By Rodnery Barnes
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